
An Australian startup partners with
Cafeto Software to constantly monitor the
health status of patients with chronic pain.

SUCCESS STORY



This initiative provides a 
support platform for the 
Australian government 
and insurers. It enables 
the required follow-up of 
people suffering from 
chronic pain.

The platform carries 
forms that make it 
possible to qualify the 
approximate to what the 
patient's condition is. 



Needs

Challenges
• Provide proper maintenance of the platform.

• Work with an educational model to qualify users on 
the platform.

• Make continuous improvements to the platform.

•Integrate all services in a mobile application.

•Qualify people's health status through the app and 
generate a relevant qualification that supports the 
health insurers. 



Our Work

• Mobile App.

• Website.

• User qualifying and 
tracking.

Process

First phase → Plan, design, and 
develop, in a comprehensive 
platform, an educational model 
of software solutions where 
users will be qualified, 
integrating different services 
required for validation.

Continuous Improvement 
→ Integrated services update.



Tech Stack



Outcomes
• Cohesive platform development (app, website).
• We met the expectations of the client's innovation goals.
• The client won awards at health and technology events.
• Materializing the entire ideation presented by 

entrepreneurship.

App Distribution:





I had an idea. A really big idea, that would reduce the suffering of people with 
chronic pain. My biggest struggle was to find someone I could trust to help me 
make my idea a reality. The startup world is a very scary environment, with many 
vultures ready and willing to take advantage of inexperienced entrepreneurs.

First, I needed someone who had the expertise and experience as a developer, 
and then I needed someone who could understand what I was trying to achieve, 
to be able to make it into a reality, while not being priced out of my reach.

The quality of workmanship, and constant attention to my needs, was delivered 
in a seamless and swift way. Every sprint was agreed beforehand, documented 
in writing, and delivered on time and on budget.

The systems put in place to manage the project were essential when it came to 
documenting a request for research and development tax grants and for 
applications of other grants.

I now go straight to Cafeto whenever I need something done or upgraded, 
because I know I will always get quality and fairness.

I am grateful for everything we have been able to achieve. You have taken my big 
idea into a global entity in just 18 months. Amazing!!!

CEO



About Cafeto

100+
Projects

40+
Customers

300+
People

3+
Countries

11+
Years

A global software development company with a presence in the
United States and Latin America to help companies build their
dream products by guiding the whole development process,
starting from strategy to delivery and maintenance.

Cafeto works with global enterprises and small businesses, and
early-stage startups based on specific milestones and where they
want to be in the project timeline to turn their ideas into reality
through its four lines of service: our Software Factory,
Development Staff Augmentation, Digital Agency, and Support &
Operations.




